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by Mark Keller, SCH LCSW

Someone at a holiday party, knowing that I
provide hospice services, asked “how do you manage
the delicate balance of keeping hope alive while not
misleading patients and their families about the cold,
hard facts of death and dying.” It got me thinking about
the delicate balancing act we do face each day as a team
here at South Coast Hospice in successfully instilling
optimism and hope while helping patients and families
with realism. A person-centered approach to this
dilemma would have us tuned in and aware of each
patient’s outlook on life and death, their goals for the
time they have remaining in this world, and a sensitivity
to those who love and care for the patient – their family
and friends. Sometimes a tall order in a short amount of
time when we as a team are focused on “completing our
assignments” and “keeping up with the work” patient
care entails. A strengths based model would have us
keeping the patient’s, and their family member’s,
strengths, resilience and protective factors at the
forefront of our thinking without losing sight of the fact
that the end is near. It raised for me the question of how
to best provide compassionate, thoughtful care while
understanding what the patient and family are “ready” to
hear about life’s end.
One question I continuously ask myself is

“regardless of what I believe the patient and family
should hear and know about the illness and end-of-life
care, how do I think what I have to say is going to land
on them?” This requires me to put myself in their shoes
to use a worn out but important phrase, and to remember
this may be the first time they are hearing this very hard
information. Understanding where someone is in their
thinking about life and death helps guide me in not
holding the right position, determined to make sure they
aren’t misleading themselves, or not accepting of the
truth, or ignoring the reality of death that we are
accustomed to accurately predicting. True, it may be the
truth and very accurate information, but is it in the best
interest of the patient at that time? How will they hear
what I have to say, and what will it sound like if I could
hear it with their ear? Yes we are the professionals with
a great deal of experience and knowledge about what is
coming, and while we have an obligation to instruct and
guide patients and their families, it is understandable
that this very difficult information is better received
when we are sensitive, understanding and tuned into
their readiness to really hear and engage with us. While
we are in the position of providing difficult information,
and it has to be done, it is critical for me to work hard to
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deliver the message in a way that is meaningful and
individualized.
French author Francois De La Rochefoucauld
wrote
though it can be exceedingly deceitful, yet it is of this
good use to us, that while we are traveling through life it
conducts us in an easier and more pleasant way to our
journey’s end.” I remain fascinated with the ongoing
challenge we face as hospice staff in meeting patients
and families where they are and providing the care they
need, not based on our pre-conceived notions of what is

best or right for them, but rather rooted in what we learn
about what is important to them. We know that when
faced with a terminal illness, many patients and family
members can easily dwell on the imminent loss of life
rather than on making the most of the life that remains.
As a team we have the ability and skills to help patients
and their families reclaim the spirit of life. And when
patients and families welcome us into their homes at this
important time in the patient’s life, and we are tuned in,
listening with a compassionate ear, and responding with
awareness, our work can truly enhance the journey’s
end.
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… Volunteer and Outreach Specialist for SCH and more recently Admissions Social
Worker for the Family Services Department. Samantha is a very welcome addition to
both departments!
In her capacity as Volunteer Specialist she works alongside volunteers, nurses and
social workers, to ensure the best possible match between patient and volunteer. As part
of the outreach portion of her job she also works out in the local community to garner
both public recognition and monetary support from community members, local businesses and agencies.
And as the newest member of the Family Services Department she provides families
signing onto Hospice care information regarding the services SCH can provide. She is
able to meet the patients and families in their homes and at local facilities to begin the
process that will provide comfort and compassionate care during their loved one’s final life transition.
Samantha moved to Coos Bay after completing her Master’s degree in Social Work from Humboldt State University.
Some of her recent career experience has included supporting Coos Bay’s local Head Start families, working with nonprofits agencies providing services to Native American tribes and reservations, homeless and at risk youth, and within the
elementary school environment.
She values the support and time dedicated by volunteers and staff towards South Coast Hospice patients and families.
“It is a pleasure and an inspiration to come to work each day as I am able to hear and witness the wonderful acts of support and kindness received by our patients and families.”
November 2016

November is National Hospice and Palliative Care
Month and hospices across the country are reaching out to
raise awareness about the options hospices provide patients and families facing terminal illness.
Hospice programs combine high quality medical care
with the emotional and spiritual support that families need
most when facing a serious or terminal illness. Hospice
brings patients and family caregivers high-quality,
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compassionate care and support when a cure is not
possible. Through this specialized quality care, many patients and their families experience more meaningful moments together. Hospice helps them focus on living as
fully as possible despite a terminal diagnoses.
Many of our volunteers tell us they spend their time
and effort volunteering for hospice “because hospice was
there for my family at a difficult time in our lives, providing medical care and emotional and spiritual support when
we needed it most.”
Hospice is not a place but a concept of care, recognizing and supporting the choices of each patient and their
family as they deal with terminal illness, death and the
process of grief and bereavement.
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You want it? We may have it! Whether you’re looking for tree ornaments,
seasonal decorations for inside or out, holiday attire, glassware or linens to enhance your holiday table, a party outfit or
unusual and/or vintage gifts you have a good chance of finding just what you want (or even something you didn’t even
know you wanted) at the SCH Thrift Store.
New holiday merchandise is put out every day so you may want to visit often!

.yths about the Hospice Thrift Store
1. The store is staffed 100% by volunteers.
Volunteers are a big part of what allows us to run our store in a way that produces funds we can use to
assist our patients and their families, no matter what their financial situation...but SCH also pays salaries,
benefits and payroll taxes for almost 20 full- and part-time staff members.
2. This merchandise doesn’t cost SCH anything.
Many donations have to be picked up, which involves the salary for the warehouse team and the cost of
the gas and upkeep and repair for our aging truck. ALL donations have to be processed (sorted, some
things cleaned and/or repaired, some unusable items disposed of, items to go onto the floor have to be
priced, organized and stored). These jobs require paid staff hours as well as many volunteer hours. The
building rent, upkeep and insurance as well as utilities all have to be paid. Add in advertising, cleanup,
updating displays … it adds up fast!
3. There’s no cost to SCH to recycle unsuitable items.
Our Thrift Store has been blessed in that the majority of items donated are “gently used” and are appropriate to be offered to our customers for sale. But there is a cost to SCH for those items that can’t be sold
for whatever reason, we try to recycle whenever possible and it takes time, effort and money! Every
dump run utilizes two paid staff and the truck to and from as well as the full dump fee. Unsalable clothing
is trucked to Reedsport weekly, again utilizing two paid staff and the expense of running the truck to and
from.
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Members of SCH’s various bereavement support
groups were asked if they would be willing to share some
of their thoughts and answer some questions about their
personal feelings and coping mechanisms in a newsletter
as we go into the holiday season. We asked for their
participation before the 2015 holiday season and then revisited their responses this year, allowing group members a
chance to talk about their concerns, how things actually
went during the 2015 holiday time, what really helped.
These were some of their responses offered in the hope
some of their experiences may be helpful to others
grieving the death of their own loved one.
What is HARDEST about the holidays for you?
Loneliness - especially the first holiday after the death, it’s
hard to even decide what to do. All of the changes/losses in
the traditions are like “little deaths”.
especially hard if it was husband, wife, child or partner.
Changes in traditions (losses).
• I miss the huge dinners, especially Thanksgiving • Not
getting together
people don’t all get together any more. • Step-brothers
and sisters don’t come for holidays. • We don’t do all of
the fun baking any more. • Don’t go out and get our tree
together anymore. • We went all out with lots of
decorating and put lots of lights outside. He’s not here so I
don’t do that so much anymore. • I don’t even bother to
put a tree up. • I don’t cook big holiday meals anymore.
AFTER THE HOLIDAYS WERE OVER:
Changed traditions, new traditions and what we
learned from our experiences:
• Visited kids out of state rather than them having to make
the trip here. • Got together with a group of friends. •
Served food at a community Thanksgiving dinner. •
Toasted husband on Thanksgiving with his favorite wine. •
Got someone to help put up outside lights. • Invited more
people to New Year’s open house than in the days when
husband was ill. • Went to LTOB and Egyptian Theatre for
their Christmas performances rather than doing family

SCH Support Groups
SCH support groups are open at no charge to anyone
who is grieving a death of a loved one and would like to
participate in mutual sharing, understanding and support
provided by interacting with others in similar situations.
We offer four groups on the SCH campus in the
Community Bereavement and Education Center: Cancer
Treatment Support, Thursday Night Grief
Support,
4
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activities. • Went out to eat rather than cook then didn’t
have to deal with days of leftover turkey. • Surprisingly it
was more relaxed as people never got along at the big
family gatherings anyway. • Got together with different
relatives than the usual ones. • Got out my loved one’s
jewelry box and shared out all of her jewelry with the
granddaughters. • Made Christmas ornaments with photo
of loved one for family members.
Final advice from group members:
The most important advice is to know that each of us goes
to find different things that work best for them.
♥ Keep your options open!
♥ If you like to get together with family and have
lots of food, then get together with family and
cook and eat!
♥ Go to where they are buried or where their ashes
are or to a place that is meaningful to them and
you and verbalize what you remember, what you
really enjoyed about them and about the holidays
you spent together in the past. Let them know what
you’re doing this year. Remember, your loved one
would want you to be enjoying yourself whatever
you’re doing.
♥ Go out and do SOMETHING, don’t keep yourself
hidden away in the house.
♥ Stay busy and also keep the memory alive.
♥ IF you don’t like how things are, make a party to
change things.
♥ Have a memory tree (really good with grandkids)
with ornaments that stand for something
meaningful for the loved one. When the ornament
is hung on the tree the person who hangs it tells
one of their memories of the deceased.
♥ Carry on a tradition that you both liked to do
together.
♥ Give up those traditions that you didn’t really like
all that much in the first place!
♥ Create new traditions.
♥ Give yourself permission to be flexible, to say
“no” if you feel like it AND to say “yes” if you
feel like it.
Sudden Or Unexpected Loss Grief Group and Survivors of
Suicide Grief Group. Our social workers also facilitate
twice monthly grief groups in Bandon, Reedsport and
Coquille.
Anyone interested can call the main SCH number
(541.269.2986) and the receptionist will direct the call to
the person who can help determine the group that would
most likely meet your needs.
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Rewards Program
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Thanks to the following businesses for their support of the
SCH Golf Tournament fundraiser
1
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Members of our current volunteer training classes!

Front Row left to right: Ingrid Lamb, Marilyn Fisher-Riley,
Cheryl Johnson, Jaque Hills, Bonnie Sanders, Nancy Dyson Back Row left to right: Jeff McMartin, Cheryl Baldwin,

Front Row, left to right: Linda Marshall, Brenda Granger,
Terry Sullivan Back Row, left to right: Gail Dahl, Joe Addair

Volunteers are the heart of hospice ...
… and we’re looking forward to welcoming
these new volunteers into our program in November.
Coos Bay students will graduate as full fledged volunteers on Tuesday, November 15 and our Bandon class on
Thursday, November 17.

Winter Classes
The next volunteer classes are scheduled to start
in February. Coos Bay classes will start Tuesday, February 7 at Baycrest Village in North Bend. Classes will
also be held in Coquille starting Thursday, February 9,
place to be arranged.
These 11 week classes cover important topics on
the death and dying experience, subjects which everyone
has to deal with at sometime in their lives. They prepare
participants to better support loved ones during their end
of life journey as well as to become hospice volunteers.
Please contact Doreen at d.kelly@schospice.org
or Samantha at s.salgado@schospice.org or call
541.269.2986 if interested in registering for either class.
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Volunteers from Faith Lutheran Church in Coos Bay
have been assembling dozens of lovely flower arrangements each month and bringing them by the SCH office to
be delivered to hospice patient and their families.
Volunteers, primary care team and admission team
members can take these flowers to our patients/families to
brighten their homes and to show the support within the
community for those who are going through this very difficult time.
This is just one of many volunteer groups that provide
donated goods in order to support South Coast Hospice
patients' emotional and social needs.

*

Special thanks to Gloria dei
Lutheran Church for inviting
SCH volunteers and staff to
attend the dress rehearsal of
"All in the Timing". Everyone
really enjoyed the comedy and
drama and quick witted word
play the Logos Players used
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A Gift from the Community

$
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as they kept us laughing!
Proceeds from their performances are always donated
to a worthy cause, in this case Upward Bound, a college
preparatory program designed to help students overcome
economic, social and educational barriers that can stand
in the way of achieving a degree in post secondary education.
Thanks again for the fun evening!
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Before cancer I was a
six foot, 200 pound, bullet
proof Bering Sea fisherman,
merchant seaman, carpenter,
contractor - as wild as a bad
day on the Bering Sea.
Today,
after
the
mountains, valleys and hard
times
of
the
cancer
experience,
words
of
wisdom from my Ma’s
Midwest mouth, are the mantra of my life. “What doesn’t
kill you makes you a better man.”
It was pure, dumb luck that brought the filthy,
malignant tumor hiding, all snug and warm, in my right
tonsil socket, out into the light. In 2008 I was building
homes in Coos Bay, Oregon, this part of the world I have
called home for the past 43 years, when, as usual, as all of
us here understand, the construction bubble popped and all
that sweet California cash dried up.
I got on the horn and started calling my Alaskan fishing
boat connections in Seattle and within three phone calls
and fifteen minutes I had scored a job on a huge pollock
boat, the Northern Victor, fresh off the ways, shipshape
and setting sail up the Inside Passage, across the Gulf of
Alaska, past the giant Kodiak bears’ island, half way out
of the Aleutian Island chain to my second home for years
and year, Dutch Harbor on the historic WWII island of
Unalaska.
After two months getting re-affiliated with the Alaskan
fishing industry’s stress and physical pain I finally came to
the realization my body was just too worn out, at 58, to put
myself through the kind of hard-core brutalization Bering
Sea fishing demands of the body, mind and soul. A very
sad day in an old fisherman’s career.
After returning from Alaska, and making the decision
to return to towboating, I found a towboat company that
needed a hand right away. The only thing was, in order to
get back to work on a hell-for-stout tow boat fleet in
Seattle, I had to re-initiate my Merchant Mariner document
called a “Z” card, and in order to do that I had to have a
physical. I’d finish my career in the, comparatively safer
than fishing, tow boats, pulling barges loaded with goods

headed across the sea for anywhere in the world.
My physical was over and as I was pulling my shirt
back over my head the doctor, speaking to me in a very
encouraging tone said, “Bill you’re in great shape for a
man 58”. He smiled and patted me on the shoulder, saying
“You’re ok for work.” I’m feeling good about myself,
strong, prepared to get back to work on my beloved
Pacific.
The doctor, his hand on the door knob, heading out of
the room, turns and bashfully speaks, “Uh oh I almost
forgot to check your throat”. He scurries back into the
room, unwraps what looks like a small surfboard and
shoves the titanic tongue depressor down my gagging
throat. Retrieving the chunk of lumber, with his brow in a
full blown furl and looking completely puzzled, the doctor
inquisitively implores, “How come you only have one
tonsil?”.
I informed the doctor I had my tonsils removed in
1966. Upon hearing this he tried to leave the room before
informing what horror he had witnessed in my mouth.
“Hey, Doc, don’t leave. I’m a grown man. Whatzup?” The
doctor turns and confronts me with the words imbedded in
my gray matter for life. “There is a mass in your throat. I
want you to have a biopsy.”
(Bill’s story to be continued next newsletter)
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A heartfelt “Merry Christmas” and best
wishes as we celebrate the reason for the
season!
We have almost 32 years of unwavering community
support and sharing in our mission as a not for profit
hospice to provide quality end of life care in our
community. Since 1985 South Coast Hospice & Palliative
Care Services has served over 20,400 patients and
families.
We couldn’t provide all the care, compassion and
outreach to those who need us without you.
Thank you from the depths of our hearts!
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Return Service Requested

Come see us for all your holiday
needs …decorations! Holiday attire! Special one-of-a-kind gifts!
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For information about upcoming classes,
workshops, support groups or events visit our
website.
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